Creately brings diagramming to the FogBugz platform
Creately’s plugin for FogBugz helps developers communicate clearly with their team by quickly adding
diagrams to their favourite software project management system.
Melbourne, Australia June 14th 2010
Today, Cinergix announces the launch of the Creately for FogBugz plugin, making it easy for FogBugz
customers to add Use Case diagrams, mockups, flowcharts, UML designs or any other diagrams to their
bug reports, cases and wiki pages. Creately will provide software developers a better way to
communicate with their teams and document software projects visually on the popular Fogbugz platform
developed by FogCreek Software.
“Capturing requirements clearly and accurately saves project teams a lot of time. With Creately for
Fogbugz, software and support teams can now quickly add wireframes, use cases, UML designs and
flowcharts into Fogbugz feature requests, bug reports and project wiki so everyone's on the same page,”
said Chandika Jayasundara, CEO, Cinergix Pty Ltd. “Traditionally Fogbugz has been a text-based
collaboration platform, but with the Creately plugin, software teams can communicate visually, directly
impacting the team's productivity. As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words.” added Mr
Jayasundara.
Creately for Fogbugz is integrated into the core workflow of the Fogbugz platform and offers the same
easy to use Creately interface. “We want to ensure this powerful new visual collaboration paradigm is
adopted by the Fogbugz community, so we've designed it to fit seamlessly into the Fogbugz interface and
developers' daily work routines.” concluded Mr Jayasundara. Fogbugz users can directly
edit their software diagrams in the browser, making it easy to keep project document up-to date and
removing the need for expensive desktop-based diagramming software.
Creately for FogBugz plugin is available for installation on your own Fogbugz server starting from
$85/user with bulk discounts available for larger teams. A hosted version for FogBugz OnDemand will be
announced shortly.
Creately for Fogbugz is now available at the FogBugz Plugins website and includes a free 14-day trial –
http://bit.ly/createlyforFB
More details on this announcement can be found on the Creately Blog –
http://creately.com/blog/announcements/diagrams-in-fogbugz/
About Cinergix
Cinergix is an Australia based company that builds and sells Creately - a diagramming platform and its
patent-pending KObject technology. Creately is a powerful web-based software with an interactive
interface and collaborative capabilities that are changing the way teams communicate and collaborate
online. This new paradigm of leveraging user-generated content for design work will enable Cinergix to
support the long trail of design problems. Started in 2008 by a team from Sri Lanka, the UK, and
Singapore, the company also runs a research and development centre in Colombo, Sri Lanka. For more
information, visit http://creately.com/about-us.
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